Outdoor

Classrooms
for Schools

Outdoor

Classrooms
installation

Outdoor Classroom Installation

Newby Leisure design and install outdoor

From £3,995.00

classrooms

in

various

shapes

and

sizes,

according to your budget and needs. Built onAn outdoor classroom provides a permanent

site, we design and build exactly to your

space for lessons and role-play activities.

specification and curriculum needs. All our

Outdoor

without

products are designed and built in-house by

leaving school grounds and can be integrated

our skilled team of joiners - to the very highest

into the school curriculum any time of year.

quality!

Although, the Outdoor Classroom is ideal for

All Newby Leisure products are built to last. We

the summer months - providing children with a

use FSC Pressure Treated Redwood Timber

comfortable and cool environment to work in.

which has a 10-year guarantee against wood

All our classrooms are manufactured to the

rot and insect damage.

highest

lessons

standard,

can

be

fulfilled

in-house

and

can

be

completed with seating and detachable, heavy-

Get your very own today by calling or emailing

duty PVC covers. We also cater for bespoke

our friendly team.

needs, fitting outdoor classrooms in difficult
sized areas.

Tel: 01472230022
Email: sales@newbyleisure.com

Outdoor

Coloured
SHelters

School Coloured Role Play Shelters.
Add a splash of colour to your school play area with Newby
Leisure's Outdoor Coloured Shelters. These Coloured Shelters
are perfect for role play and teaching outdoors. Complete with
a polycarbonate Lexan roof, our shelters offer a point of
difference to any playground. Children can use the shelter to
act out plays, be taught outside or as a quiet reading area for
small groups. It's perfect for all-year-round use too! This
product is built to last and made from FSC Pressure Treated
Redwood Timber.

The Benefits of

Learning
outdoors

Outdoor play offers freedom both physically

Learning outdoors teaches children about their

and

natural

mentally!

Newby

Leisure

design,

environment.

They

experience

all

manufacture, supply and install playgrounds and

weathers and an array of wildlife in their natural

playground equipment to make outdoor play

habitat. Children must have the opportunity to

educational

As

spend time outdoors so that they can learn

summer approaches, the urge to play outdoors

about different habitats and lifecycles. The

is ever more prevalent - and for good reason!

more time they spend outdoors the more they

Outdoor play allows children to freely express

will

themselves without the limited constraints of

understanding of their natural environment.

an indoor classroom. Learning outdoors allows

Early exposure to the outdoors may encourage

early years to explore, run, jump, create and

an interest in outdoor hobbies, later on in life.

shout to their heart's content.

Hobbies such as gardening, hiking, camping and

and

most

importantly

fun!

feel

comfortable

backpacking.

and

have

a

good

Newby Leisures Bespoke Classroom
with PVC cover - Designed for extra
protection against the elements. This
Outdoor Classroom is perfect all year
round.

Say goodbye to hot stuffy classrooms during
summer!

This

Bespoke

Outdoor

Classroom

allows children to be educated comfortably
outdoors. This open layout provides a cooling
breeze during those hot summer months.

Newby Leisure Ltd, Unit
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